C. G. R ÖDER - L EIPZIG
ç The tomb of Carl Gottlieb

Röder (Leipziger Johannesfriedhof). Photo from 1896.

Early Postcards of

St. Helena

è Carl Leberecht Hugo
Wolff-Röder, son-in-law to
C.G. Röder, co-owner, made
the company big, in the age
of 70 years. Newspaper ill.
dated Sept. 16, 1905.

■

son-in-law to L. H. Wolff, coowner since 1889, head of
Röder Co. during difficult
times.

1880 Röder bought the printer Graichen &
Riehl and had now an own letterpress
printing dept. with 5 presses which
proved to be a good investment.
1881 The old 40 hp steam engine was replaced by a 100 hp twin engine. A second 75 hp engine followed 5 years
later to feed the power system of (3
Schuckert dynamos) about 1000 electric bulbs and lamps. By 1884 most
Röder production depts had already
electric light available.
1883 C.G. Röder died on October 29, 1883
in the age of 71 years. The company
was now fully in the hands of sons-inlaw Wolff and Rentsch. Both realized
that the company should not concentrate on music-note printing alone.
Carl Johannes Reichel (born August
15, 1853), with qualifications in business and co-owner of the trading company of Dietz & Richter, married the
oldest daughter of Leberecht Hugo
Wolff. It took some time before his father-in-law managed to convince
Reichel to enter the book/printingtrade and join C.G. Röder. Besides his
office job, Reichel learnt all printing
techniques/music-note engraving.

1890 C.G. Röder bought the entire equipment of the collotype printer C. Hesse.
New, larger format presses were added in the following years but the collotype process was used for general
illustration printing only. This proved
not to be profitable however and C.G.
Röder staff begun to experiment with
combinating collotype and chromolitho process which led to their later
typical coloured postcard work. Many
of Röders early collotype cards were
done monochrome only however.
1896 So far all machinery in the Röder
house was by powered by means of
transmission belts. Not only this was
dangerous for workers but produced
lots of dust. Now all machinery was
powered by electricity from the own

St. Helena became a member of the Universal Postal Union in 1896, shortly thereafter it issued its first postal stationery.
This consisted of two buff postcards, one
a single the other a double used as a reply paid card. Circa 1900 the first picture
postcards appeared probably in response
to requests for such an item from visitors.

steam engine which meant not only
less dust but worked more efficiently.
C.G. Röder celebrated 50 years in
business: 783 people were employed;
56 fast litho flatbed presses and 32
handpresses; 15 fast flatbed letterpress and 2 handpresses; 5 flatbed
collotype and 2 hand presses and 15
music-note printing presses were in
use. C.G. Röder had won prizes/medals at following (international) exhibitions: Vienna 1873; Nürnberg 1877;
Leipzig 1879; London and Antwerp
1885; Melbourne, Bologna, Barcelona
and Munich 1888 and Chicago 1893.
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This is the Wharf where all visitors and supplies must come ashore. Visitors are ferried
from larger vessels in small boats known as bum boats: supplies in larger boats then
winched ashore by crane. The Island is the tip of an extinct volcano, larger vessels cannot approach the Wharf too closely for fear of ripping their bottom open. The two ships in the picture
are the E LBE and the E RNE arriving at St. Helena with a cargo of coolies from Calcutta in 1895.
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Jamestown from the sea, the first
sight to greet visitors; it is the only town
on the island of any size. The boats pictured
are those mentioned in the previous postcard description. ê

1900 April: C.G. Röder Ltd, London established an own printing factory. Not at
Oxford St, exact location not known.
Some 30 presses for music-note and
chromolitho process were in use and
up to 300 people were employed in
the best days (180 people in 1908) 
see photos next page please 
Spring: One of Röders first bigger
customers for ppc printing was Gebr.
Metz from Tübingen. The business of
Gebr. Metz was established in 1888,
and until Dec. 1897 their cards and
other products were printed by Carl
Garte, Leipzig (see TPA #19, p 7). Then
Metz Bros. set up their own letterpress
and collotype printing dept. Early
1900 competition among collotype
printers was hard. Gebr. Metz closed
their collotype printing dept. and or-
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A map of St. Helena drawn by a Boer P. O.W. circa 1900-1901,
used here as a birthday greeting card to England. Greeting cards of
any type were not sold on the Island at this time. The two camps housing the Boers can be identified on either side of the map, Broad Bottom
and Deadwood, also the location of Napoleons Tomb is identified.

Greetings from... Porta Westalica region. Fold-out panorama view, chromolitho printed by Röder for the publisher Gustav Kaufmann,
Minden. A (Röder?) no. at upper right corner reads 3408. The oldest of the very few cards found in the company archives dated c. 1895.
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Plantation House has been the home of all St. Helenas Governors from the time it was built in the late 17th century. The lawn
area in front, Francis Plain is the only flat area of any size on the
Island and is used for all sports and special events throughout the
year. As many of the older buildings it is reputed to be haunted.
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■

by
Robert W. Richardson

èè Carl Johannes Reichel,

1889 January 1: Carl Johannes Reichel became company secretary.
February 19: Co-owner Christian
Erdmann Max Rentsch died of a heart
attack. Reichel was now sales director of C.G. Röder.
July 1: C.J. Reichel became co-owner.
The Wolff-Reichel period, which lasted
roughly from 1890-1914, is described
as the most productive and innovative time in company history. It were
these two men who made Röder big
in picture postcard printing.
Röder established a branch under the
name of C.G. Röder Limited in London W., 139 Oxford Street.

1900  1910
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This is the
famous Jacobs
Ladder, 700 steps
also known as the
inclined Plane
constructed by the
then Governor
Fyke in 1717; 32
different stratas of
lava can be counted from the bottom to the top, by
those with sufficient stamina to
make the ascent.
For the first
hundred years of
Jamestown the top
of the cliff was the
site of a gibbet on
which criminals
were hanged, often
in chains so that
after an execution
the spectacle could be enjoyed by all the townsfolk.
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E ARLY P OSTCARDS

OF

S T . HELENA

L

ong time TPA readers are well
familiar with the name C.G.
Röder from Leipzig, Saxony. Research on this picture postcard contract printer and their consecutive
numbering system has been a regular feature in this publication (since
issue 6) for many years.
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One of the many tourist attractions of St. Helena is Jonathan,
the tortoise, reputed to be more than 250 years old. Two are
shown in this picture but only one remains. The card being used as
a Xmas and New Years greeting in 1907. Tortoises were originally
brought to the Island by sea captains to be used as food for the
Governors table. Jonathan is the sole survivor.
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Longwood House was the residence of Napoleon during his
exile. It is much different from the original building which was
allowed to deterioate badly after the death of the Emperor. Repairs
were made in the 19th century and this area was given to the French
government as an enclave under the care of a French vice consul
who also is curator of the museum inside. This card is in error stating that the Boer General Cronje lived there with his entourage.
Cronje was given Rose Cottage as his home on the lower slopes of
the fort High Knoll.
(ê better quality  closer-up  view of Longwood House by local
publisher - Editor)

I said worldwide and this is another aspect
that encouraged collectors to take part in
research. C.G. Röder produced huge numbers of cards for customers around the globe,
especially in pre-1914 years. So, it is very likely
that most postcard collectors hold at least a
few Röder printed cards in their collections.
The worldwide coverage, the easy availibility
of cards to see yourself what this research is

all about, together with George Webbers
work that helps to date not postally used
Röder cards, makes this research interesting. We are talking about a company that
has produced picture postcards, usually of
good quality, mostly common views for buyers with a perhaps common taste  and not
about a little known firm that issued only a
few card series, that were perhaps of high
quality but are very hard to find for high sums
nowadays; something for specialists only.
But research on an old ppc printer should
be more than only card numbers, check-lists
(in case of Röder an impossible task!!), how
long in business etc. in my opinion. Illustra-

My search for the good Röder material took about 10 years. Then I bought a
book by chance (privately issued in1995) that
contains the complete Röder history, based
on what is still around, found in local archives, official registers, company records and
private collections.
I would like to share my find(s) with readers.
An entire reprint would need some 50 extra
pages, this is a compact version, general
information with as much on Röder printed
postcards as available. Together with George
Webbers work this issue you receive a comprehensive summary on an important German picture postcard printer. And what has
kept us Röder fans busy over all the years.

* * * History of C.G. Röder Works - Leipzig * * *
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The tomb of Napoleon in Geranium Valley; the site selected by
him and one of his favourite places to be on the Island when
taking walks with his guards. His body was exhumed on October,
4th, 1840 and returned to France on the French warship L A B ELLE
P OULE . Afterwards in to the mid 18th century a French soldier was
detailed to guard the tomb area probably to deter souvenir hunters.
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This is a colour copy
of a sepia postcard
first published 1901- 2.
The building on the left
was the Officers Mess, now
the Post Office. Next to this
is the chemists shop of
Thomas Jackson, the third
the photo-studio of A. L.
Innes. These two men were
responsible for the publication of almost all the picture postcards available on
the Island.

1812 June 22: Carl Gottlieb Röder was
born at Leipzig-Stötteritz. His father
did run a small bakery.

Transmission drive increased printing
speed up to 300 sheets per hour. New
bookbinding dept. was added too.

1838 After C.G. Röder had completed army
days, tried out several other (fruitless)
jobs to earn his living, he begun (aged
26 !) a music note engraving apprenticeship in the well-known company
of Breitkopf & Härtel, Leipzig.

March 1: C.G. Röders son-in-law
Leberecht Hugo Wolff (born Sept. 8,
1835) joined the company.

1846 October 21: talented Röder started
his own small music-note engraving/
printing business with a single hand
press and apprentice Julius Rietzschel.
1853 Business was prospering. Carl Gottlieb
took over the music-note printer
Paezsche Offizin, moved into their
larger premises, employed 36 people.
1860 Röder had 24 hand presses running,
but they were very slow. Since 1851
he had made experiments to rebuild
a Sigl litho flatbed press for much
faster music-note printing. Finally he
succeded. First press running in 1861.

The group of small boys
on the right are playing a
St. Helena game called
stones. Marbles as we
know them today were not
available there so small
round pebbles were used
instead hence the name.
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What has kept the research on
Röder alive over such a long period?
In first place of course the serious
collectors devoting their time (and
funds) in finding out more on Röder
cards, like George Webber who is
really good in playing around with
figures (his own words) and who
concentrated on dating the card
numbers/yearly production (see his
article with updated information
this issue). Chris Ratcliffe, Henk Voskuilen,
Chris McGregor, Maggie Toms to name only
a few supplied cards and shared valuable information; plus a number of other collectors
worldwide, some of which have sadly passed
away already.

tions of the factory, interior, the
people; as much information as
possible on the company history.
However, I must admit that it is difficult to locate such information.
Most records are lost, much was destroyed during WW2 of course, but
also in later years. Local archives
and museums do have some material on Röder. The problem however, Röder was not a ppc contract
printer in first place, despite the
huge amounts of postcards printed.
Their major business was musicnote and book printing. So, it is not
surprising that almost all available
information does not deal with
their ppc printing activities.

1863 Technical improvements led to better
quality that convinced his customers
of the new faster music-note printing
method. Printing speed 100 sheets instead 30 per hour (manual driven!).
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1865 3 rebuilt presses running. Röders
business was booming. 100 workers.
1866 New built larger Röder factory at
Dörrienstr., 10 hp steam engine, room
for 10 rebuilt flatbed presses.
1867 November 9: the work of composers
who had died before No. 9, 1837, can
now be reproduced without limitations (Ludwig van Beethoven, Franz
Schubert, Carl Maria von Weber for
example). This regulation led to the
Edition Peters classical music series
available at lower price, printed by
Röder and made the company big and
C.G. a really wealthy man.
1871 Silver Jubilee. Röders business had
grown a great deal: 252 workers, 15
litho flatbed presses, 24 music-note
and 16 litho hand presses. Yearly production: 80 million pages music-note
sheets by litho process and 5 million

sheets from engraved plates. C.G.
Röder donated an considerable sum
for an internal company disability insurance. Röders second son-in-law
Christian Erdmann Max Rentsch
(born Dec. 7, 1836) joined the company. Both became joint-proprietors
in Dec. 1872.
1873 Laying of the foundation stone on the
site between Dresdner Str. and Täubchenweg in Leipzig-Reudnitz. Bought
for 45,081 Thalers. Here C.G. Röders
factory dream came true. Production
started at this location in 1874 (and
some parts of the factory building still
stand here at the Gerichtsweg). The
factory building was expanded and rebuilt in 1879, 1882, 1884, 1891, 1898
and later years until it reached the dimensions as seen in title illustration
which dates from late 1920s. See also
TPA #19, page 23 for more details/
factory illustrations.
1874 May: Carl Gottlieb Röder retired. His
sons-in-law Wolff and Rentsch took
over control but followed the policy
of C.R.; an eye for new modern techniques, permanent growth and always
to look for new potential markets.
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E ARLY P OSTCARDS
You are new to TPA and wonder what this
Röder stuff is all about? Numbers used by
the contract printer C.G. Röder on cards are
the center of interest in the end. Okay, many
views are nicely printed, colourful, detailed,
and found worldwide, but in the end we are
talking about imprinted numbers.
About 98 - 99% of all Röder printed picture
postcards for customers in Germany as well
as elsewhere on the globe do have a number
imprinted on address side. Where exactly is
explained below. This card number as I tend
to call it, was a tool for the printer to keep
track, for book-keeping as well as for the production, for reprints and where to find the
correct photo negative/glasss plate, colour
scheme and any other information necessary.
Fascinating is that Röder used a consecutive
numbering system, not only for a year as
other printers did (like Dr. Trenkler & Co,
also from Leipzig) but the numbers go on
and on; one exception only. This is a great
gift to researchers and especially for those
who like to play around with figures like
George Webber. The benefit for you is that
you can date not postally used Röder printed

BATCH  JOB  PRODUCTION  CARD

NUMBERS
USED BY

C.G. RÖDER, LEIPZIG, SAXONY
By the Editor
cards (and I am quite sure that you have some
in your collection!) with the (updated) lists
George Webber has provided for this issue.
Furthermore it gives us some idea of the size
of printing operations Röder was involved in,
the number of printing jobs they handled per
year, although the numbers on the cards do
not tell us how many copies of a single card
were once printed. Please keep in mind that
reprints of the same view received a new card
number, also if nothing was changed at all.
Pre-1900 Röder cards printed by chromolitho
process show a 4-digit number on picture
side. We better ignore them here, they are
also hard to find. Röder concentrated on
collotype process, perfected it by adding over-

lay colours from about 1900 on. Later in the
1920s the gravure printing process was also
used by Röder for postcard printing. The latter process uses a fine halftone screen not
that easily to see. But we stick to collotype
which was the major Röder process. Many
other printers used card numbers found at
similar positions like Röders. I recommend
you use a good magnifying glass when searching your collection for Röder printed cards.
Always take a sharp look at the picture. If it
shows a wrinkled grain image and not a
(regular) halftone screen and together with a
Röder-like number on address side, you are
on the winners side. Collotype (Lichtdruck
in German) is a photographic printing process and comes very near to real photo. Even
experts have been fooled first when looking
at quality collotype printings with glossy finish and thought it was a photo print. Collotype was the major process for ppc production for some years during the ppc boom,
although the printing was slow and not easy
to handle. Well, many other (German) printers used this process. How can we now identify Röder printed cards? Printing process
plus the right card number on address side.

This view of the Sandy Bay Ridges
in the south-west part of St. Helena composed mainly of ridges, gullies and
ravines is typical of the topography of the
Island where most coastal areas slope
straight down into the South Atlantic. Only
two small beaches provide access to the
sea, one at Sandy Bay the other at Lemon
Valley neither of which can be used as landing places.
The climate of St. Helena is sub tropical
and has been described as ideal in every
respect for year round living.

Publishers of the cards shown are:
#2; 4; 6; 8; 9:
#5
# 10

Thomas Jackson
E.A. Thorpe
A.L. Innes

All three of the above were St. Helenians.
# 7 (top)

M. A. Frank of Rotterdam

All of the cards of A.L. Innes were published between 1900 and 1902 at which time he emigrated to U.K. His cards are found in colour
and black and white. Thomas Jackson also printed colour and black and white but his cards can be arranged in sequences, eleven
different printings between 1903 and 1912. Comparison of the printing styles and the type fonts used on the address sides of both Innes
and Jackson show that they were done by C.G. Röder of Leipzig. E.A. Thorpes cards were printed in South Africa possibly by several
different houses, one of whom was Paul Schroeder of Cape Town. The printers and publishers of cards #1 and #3 are not known.

This card is not very attractive at first sight. Typical French collotype, hand-coloured, the roofs done in an awful lipstick-pink.
Card quite aged both sides, dirt spots etc. The photo however is
quite good, lively with natives, military and medical personnel
seen in front the Military Hospital of Colomb-Béchar (Sud
Oranis), a smaller city (mining-district) found in (northwestern)
Algeria. Card no. 22 in a series published by Collection Idéale
P. S, a firm from France I guess.

Early Röder card numbers: 4 to 5-digit numbers usually found at the traditional lower right corner
position. Some cards show double-numbering (reprints) and the other number is found at lower left
corner, often smaller in size. Exception: early Röder printed cards for the German publisher/printer
Cramer (Cekade) from Dortmund. Here the Röder number is often found in (non-conflicting) stamp
box position (on undivided back = in Germany pre-1905).

All ills below are original size.

Japanese postcard publishers had a faible for colourful backgrounds usually done
by chromolitho process together with b/w
views inserted by collotype process. An
interesting mixture/contrast indeed, especially as the inserted views are often small
in size and the card as a whole is dominated by the colour background, looking
more like an art card instead a typical picture postcard. I have seen many examples
where the background design seems to
have no relation to the inserted view(s), but
pattern only. This card is different. Two inserted views show huge halls of a textile
factory. The nice coloured plant is a cotton plant (belong to the mallow family) with
yellow blooms and a white seed capsule.
The triangle shaped object looks like the
textile factory logo. Found also in stampbox. Card is not p/u, divided back, Carte
Postale- all other imprints in Japanese.

Numbers with prefix: not only we have cards with the J which appears to be a Röder internal
code, but also letters of (bigger) customers placed in front of the number. A.K.L. is one, stands for
Alfred Krieger, Leipzig, but who ordered also cards from other printers! Some cards with an S. in
front are known and then we have R cards. The number behind is usually NOT the Röder number.
Publisher Rothe used own 4 to 5-digit nos, and the Röder number is found elsewhere on address
side. Rothe ordered cards from other sources, too. And then we still have the odd 155 cards.
Unusual positions: Along dividing line, often in brackets and together with publ. card no, or the
most unusual top dividing line position for Cramer ppc printer, even outdone by an odd place on the
lower writing line. There are other variations around. This listing is not meant to be complete!
In most cases you can soon recognize a card to be Röder printed by the picture side anyway. A
number at correct position is most helpful of course. The quality of many (early) cards is excellent,
the colouring rich, early views on card board with special surface. Meant to be an economical alternative
to the expensive chromolitho printed cards (Gruss aus..). Röder had a number of own makes /
(combinated) printing processes perfected, the commercial successful ones on offer for a number of
years; worldwide. Not to forget various (border) designs, some of which were shown
in previous TPA issues allowing a quick identification. In case you are in doubt, or
think you have discovered something new or of very early date which smells like
Röder, please send a photocopy to the Editor or George Webber.
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The card is not postally used but was sent inside letter with
short message in German language on address side. Message
dated Africa, April 1, 1923 and addressed to My dear Sister by a
Max Wolleck. The major purpose appeared to be to say hello to
his relatives and provide his actual mailing address. The sick or
injured Max had marked the building he was lying with a cross
on picture side, describes it as a windowless shack. What Max
did in Algeria, perhaps in mining business, is not mentioned.

Ills above were enlarged to 200%.

Other Röder card numbers: 4 to 6-digit numbers were soon not only found at the traditional lower
right corner, but inside stamp box, at center or above the lower box line position, with or without
other numbers and imprints. Guess this change was forced by customer requirements. Not so good
for us when a card was postally used with intact postage stamp. Furthermore we find numbers set in
brackets (for example on cards of the publ. Glückstadt & Münden, Hamburg.).

S T . HELENA
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Generally all Röder card numbers are set in a serif font, type sizes can vary. Address side imprints are often printed in (all shades of)
green ink, as many other printers also did. But there are also a number of Röder cards where the address side was printed in grey, black
or even red ink. The latter (unfortunately) another colour popular with other (German) printers using collotype process.
The address side layout (Postcard design/font, UPU imprint, stamp box size <dotted lines>, position/length of writing lines) is mostly
uniform. However this remark is valid only for individual country issues. Different layouts according the official requirement and
customer imprint preferences. As soon as you have identified Röder cards, eg from a series, you will easily understand what I mean.

J-Numbers: 2 to 5-digit, usually at lower right corner position. J. stands for Journal-Nummer. A
numbering/filing system mainly used by authorities at that time. Journal = folder (or envelope) to
house correspondence and all other type of (paper) stuff on a certain file/order. Journal-Nummer
was soon replaced by Akten-Nr. = File /Record-No. in daily office use.
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